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IN the real world, a realistic setting for computer vision ormultimedia recognition problems is that we have some
classes containing lots of training data andmany classes con-
taining a small amount of training data. Therefore, how to
use frequent classes to help learning rare classes for which it
is harder to collect the training data is an open question.
Learning with Shared Information is an emerging topic in
machine learning, computer vision andmultimedia analysis.
There are different levels of components that can be shared
during concept modeling and machine learning stages, such
as sharing generic object parts, sharing attributes, sharing
transformations, sharing regularization parameters and
sharing training examples, etc. Regarding the specific meth-
ods, multi-task learning, transfer learning and deep learning
can be seen as using different strategies to share information.
These learning with shared information methods are very
effective in solving real-world large-scale problems.
As guest editors of this special section on “Learning with
Shared Information for Computer Vision and Multimedia
Analysis”, we were happy to receive 27 submissions to our
special section. Among them, 12 papers have been accepted
in this issue. The accepted 12 papers in this special section
can be grouped into three different main categories: (i)
Multi-modal approach; (ii) Domain adaptation method; (iii)
Novel applications.
1 MULTI-MODAL APPROACH
The first group of 5 papers are centered on multimodal anal-
ysis for sharing information.
The paper “LearningCompositional Sparse BimodalMod-
els” by S. Kumar, V. Dhiman, P. Koch, and J. Corso, proposes
a novel model representing bimodal percepts that exploits
the compositional structure of language. The compositional
sparse learning approach jointly learns the over-complete
dictionaries, sparse bases, and cross-modal linking matrix. In
contrast to prior work in bimodal modeling which is primar-
ily discriminative in nature, the compositional sparse learn-
ing approach is generative and hence transparent. The
authors demonstrate the effectiveness of sparsity and compo-
sitionality by both qualitative and quantitative evaluations.
The paper “Deep Multimodal Feature Analysis for
Action Recognition in RGB+D Videos” by A. Shahroudy,
T. Ng, Y. Gong, and G. Wang, presents a new deep learning
framework for a hierarchical shared-specific component fac-
torization, to analyze RGB+D features of human action vid-
eos. Each layer of the proposed network is an autoencoder
based component factorization unit, which decomposes its
multimodal input features into common and modality-
specific parts. The authors further extend the deep factoriza-
tion framework by applying it in a convolutional setting.
The paper “Hetero-manifold Regularisation for Cross-
modal Hashing” by F. Zheng, Y. Tang, and L. Shao, introdu-
ces the concept of hetero-manifold for integrating the uni-
and cross-modal similarities of multi-modal data in a global
view. Both types of similarity are represented in the Lapla-
cian matrix corresponding to the hetero-manifold. The Lap-
lacian matrix is smooth when the Hamming distance is
replaced by the Euclidean distance, which hints that no
hash functions could be learned without all uni- and cross-
modal similarities being defined on the hetero-manifold.
Therefore, the proposed framework of hetero-manifold reg-
ularised hash function learning could benefit from the view
of treating multi-modal data as a whole.
The paper “BreakingNews: Article Annotation by Image
and Text Processing” by A. Ramisa, F. Yan, F. M. Noguer,
and K. Mikolajczyk, proposes an adaptive CNN architecture
that shares most of its structure for all the tasks. Addressing
each problem then requires designing specific loss functions,
and the authors introduce a metric based on the Great Circle
Distance for geolocation and Deep Canonical Correlation
Analysis for article illustration. All these technical contribu-
tions are exhaustively evaluated on a new dataset, Breaking-
News, made of approximately 100K news articles (about 2
orders of magnitude more than similar existing datasets),
and additionally including a diversity of metadata (like GPS
coordinates and popularity metrics) that makes it possible to
explore new problems.
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The paper “Audio-Visual Speaker Diarization Based on
Spatiotemporal Bayesian Fusion” by I. D. Gebru, S. Ba, X. Li,
and R.Horaud, proposes an audio-visual diarizationmethod
well suited for challenging scenarios consisting of partici-
pants that either interrupt each other, or speak simulta-
neously. In both cases, the speech-to-person association
problem is a difficult one. The authors propose to combine
multiple-person visual tracking with multiple speech-source
localization in a principled spatiotemporal Bayesian fusion
model. The diarization processwas cast into a latent-variable
dynamic graphical model.
2 DOMAIN ADAPTATION METHOD
The second group of 3 papers are centered on domain adap-
tation methods for sharing information.
The paper “Webly-supervised Fine-grained Visual Cate-
gorization viaDeepDomainAdaptation” by Z. Xu, S. Huang,
Y. Zhang, and D. Tao, describes a simple but effective
method for webly-supervised learning that performs knowl-
edge transfer from existing datasets containing detailed
annotations. The proposed method achieves two desired
properties in a unified framework, namely scalability (by
employing large-scale web images) and expertise (by intro-
ducing knowledge from sophisticated strongly supervised
object recognition algorithms).
The paper “Domain Generalization and Adaptation
using Low Rank Exemplar SVMs” by W. Li, Z. Xu, D. Xu,
D. Dai, and L. Van Gool, proposes a new approach called
Low-rank Exemplar SVMs (LRE-SVMs) for domain general-
ization by exploiting the low-rank structure of positive
training samples from multiple latent source domains. Spe-
cifically, based on the recent work on exemplar SVMs, the
authors propose to exploit the low-rank structure in the
source domain by introducing a nuclear-norm based regu-
larizer on the prediction matrix consisting of the predictions
of all positive samples from all exemplar classifiers. The
authors develop a new LRE-SVMs approach based on the
least square SVMs (LRE-LSSVMs), which is much faster
than the original LRE-SVMs method.
The paper “Deep Canonical Time Warping for Simulta-
neousAlignment andRepresentation Learning of Sequences”
by G. Trigeorgis, M. Nicolaou, B. Schuller, and S. Zafeiriou,
proposes a temporal alignment method based on deep archi-
tectures, which the authors dub Deep Canonical TimeWarp-
ing (DCTW). DCTW discovers a hierarchical non-linear
feature transformation for multiple sequences, where all
transformed features are temporally aligned, and are maxi-
mally correlated. Furthermore, the authors consider the set-
ting where temporal labels are provided for the data-at-hand.
Bymodifying the objective function for the proposedmethod,
the authors are able to provide discriminant feature map-
pings thatmay bemore suitable for classification tasks.
3 APPLICATION
The last group of 4 papers is centered on interesting applica-
tions for sharing information.
The paper “Context-Aware Local Binary Feature Learn-
ing for Face Recognition” by Y. Duan, J. Lu, J. Feng, and
J. Zhou, proposes a context-aware local binary feature learn-
ing (CA-LBFL) method for face recognition. In order to
exploit more specific information from different scales, the
authors have presented a context-aware local binary multi-
scale feature learning (CA-LBMFL) method. Moreover, the
authors have applied the above two methods to heteroge-
neous face matching by coupled learning methods (C-CA-
LBFL and C-CA-LBMFL). The methods achieve better or
very competitive recognition performance on four widely
used benchmark face databases compared with the state-of-
the-art face descriptors.
The paper “Collaborative Index Embedding for Image
Retrieval” by W. Zhou, H. Li, J. Sun, and Q. Tian, explores
the potential of unifying the index of CNN feature and SIFT
feature for efficient and effective image retrieval. To adapt
the deep CNN feature to the classic inverted index structure,
the authors propose an energy ratio based method to
improve the sparseness of the deep CNN feature. To inte-
grate the index of SIFT andCNN feature, the authors propose
a collaborative index embedding algorithm to alternatively
upgrade the index files of CNN feature and SIFT feature.
The paper “Multi-Task Learning with Low Rank Attri-
bute Embedding forMulti-Camera Person Re-identification”
by C. Su, F. Yang, S. Zhang, Q. Tian, L. Davis, and W. Gao,
proposes a multi-task learning (MTL) formulation with low
rank attribute embedding for person re-identification. Multi-
ple cameras are treated as related tasks, whose relationships
are decomposed as a low rank structure shared by all tasks
and task-specific sparse components for individual tasks by
MTL. Both low level features and semantic/data-driven
attributes are used. The authors have further proposed a low
rank attribute embedding that learns attributes correlations
to convert original binary attributes to continuous attributes,
where incorrect and incomplete attributes are rectified and
recovered. The objective function can be effectively solved
by an alternating optimization under proper relaxation.
The paper “Unsupervised Transfer Learning via Multi-
Scale Convolutional Sparse Coding for Biomedical
Applications” by H. Chang, C. Zhong, J. Han, and J. Mao,
proposes a Multi-Scale Convolutional Sparse Coding model
(MSCSC) for unsupervised joint learning of filters at multi-
scales with trainable collaboration among them, which,
compared to CSC, leads to filters with improved scale-speci-
ficity and, subsequently, features with reduced redundancy
across scales. Furthermore, such a joint learning strategy
also provides an unsupervised solution for transfer learn-
ing, which is extremely helpful when the scale of labeled
data is very limited.
4 RESEARCH OUTLOOK
This special section focuses on new theory and algorithms
for learning with shared information as well as applications
putting these in practice. We believe this special section will
offer a timely collection of information to benefit the
researchers and practitioners working in the broad machine
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